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Energy losses of charged particles moving parallel to the surface
of an overlayer system

C. M. Kwei,a) S. J. Hwang, and Y. C. Li
Department of Electronics Engineering, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan

C. J. Tung
Department of Nuclear Science, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu 300, Taiwan
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An energetic charged particle moving parallel to the surface of an overlayer system was studied.
This system was composed of a thin film on the top of a semi-infinite substrate. Based on the
dielectric response theory, the induced potential was formulated by solving the Poisson equation and
matching the boundary conditions. The stopping force was built-up using the energy-momentum
conservation relations and the extended Drude dielectric functions with spatial dispersion. Surface
~vacuum–film! and interface~film–substrate! excitations were included in the formulations of the
interaction between charged particles and the overlayer system. Results of the wake potential were
presented for protons moving parallel to a vacuum–copper–silicon system. Dependences of the
induced potential and the stopping force on film thickness, distance of the proton from surface, and
proton velocity were investigated. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1569974#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many experimental and theoretical studies have b
performed on the various aspects of the interaction betw
fast charged particles and solid surfaces. Theoret
approaches1–3 were developed for the evaluation of the i
duced potential caused by charged particles traveling out
a solid and parallel to its surface. This potential arose fr
the dielectric response of the solid and led to, mainly, surf
plasmon excitations. Theoretical calculations of surface
citations were made in earlier works.4,5 The surface respons
was characterized in terms of the dielectric function of
bulk material. Several models and approximations of the
electric function6–8 were developed.

A study of the induced potential in an overlayer syste
~film on substrate! is important when dealing with the pro
duction of electrons by swift ions and with the transport
convoy electrons on their emission9,10 and acceleration.11,12

In such a study, it is required to provide data on the indu
potential and the stopping force for charged particles. T
certain procedures have to be established in order to m
accurate predictions of these quantities. The purpose of
work was to derive a model treatment of the induced pot
tial for charged particles moving outside an overlayer sys
and parallel to its surface~vacuum–solid! and interface
~film–substrate!. The interaction of charged particles wit
the overlayer system includes not only surface excitati
but also interface excitations. Models developed for
semi-infinite solids should not be applied directly to t
overlayer system.

Previously, a model13,14 of the energy loss probability
was constructed for an overlayer system by several auth

a!Electronic mail: cmkwei@mail.nctu.edu.tw
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Integration over the normal component of the moment
transfer was carried out using cylindrical coordinates. T
model, however, did not completely satisfy the conservat
constraints in energy and momentum. In order to sati
these constraints, we applied in this work spherical coo
nates in the momentum integration. Moreover, the indu
potential was derived by solving the Poisson equation us
methods of image charges and extended Drude diele
functions with spatial dispersion.15 The image charge wa
external to the region of interest and used to simulate
required boundary conditions. The inclusion of dispers
was important in the region of short distances from the s
face and the interface, where charged particles might cou
to short-wavelength modes of the overlayer system.1 The di-
electric function used in this work was a generalization of
Drude dielectric function by allowing each subband to ha
its own oscillator strength, damping constant, and criti
point energy. All parameters in the dielectric function we
properly chosen to fit optical data and to meet sum-rule
quirements. This function was successfully employed to
scribe the response of a semi-infinite solid and an overla
system for penetrating electrons.16–21

In this work, we have calculated the induced potent
and the electric field for protons moving parallel to the s
face of an overlayer system composed of a thin Cu film
the top of a semi-infinite Si substrate. Since surface exc
tions involved electrons within a few angstroms beneath
surface, we considered here films of a few angstrom thi
ness in the overlayer system to illustrate its surface and
terface effects. Atomic units~a.u.! are used throughout thi
article unless otherwise specified.

II. THEORY

Figure 1 illustrates the problem studied in this work, i.
a particle of chargeq and velocityv moving parallel to the
0 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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 [This a
surface of an overlayer system composed of a thin film
the top of a semi-infinite substrate. To simplify theoretic
derivations, we let the origin of coordinates be the cente
the film having thicknessT and dielectric function«2(k,v).
The vacuum and substrate, characterized by their diele
functions «1(k,v) and «3(k,w), are in regions ofz.T/2
andz,2T/2, where thez axis is perpendicular to the inter
face planes and directed from substrate to film. The parti
with a z coordinate equal toD, is moving in the vacuum
along they direction.

For z.T/2, the potential is due to the actual charge a
a fictitious charge near the surface just outside the regio
interest. Forz,T/2, the potential is a solution of the Laplac

FIG. 1. A sketch of the problem studied in this work. A particle with char
q and velocityv, in y direction, moving in vacuum~medium 1! and parallel
to the surface of an overlayer system. This system is composed of a
~medium 2! of thicknessT on top of a substrate~medium 3!. The particle is
at distanceD from the midplane of the film, or at distanced from the
surface of the film.«1 , «2 , and«3 are, respectively, dielectric functions o
media 1, 2, and 3.
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equation without singularities since there is no charge th
In the latter region, the simplest assumption is that the
tential is contributed by an image chargeq at the position of
the actual charge and by fictitious charges near the interfa
These fictitious charges should satisfy the required bound
conditions. Thus Poisson equations in the Fourier space

f1~k,v!5
4p

k2«1~k,v! Fr f~k,v!

1expS 2
ikzT

2 D rs1~K ,v!G ~1!

for z.T/2,

f2~k,v!5
4p

k2«2~k,v! Fr f~k,v!

1expS 2
ikzT

2 D rs2
1 ~K ,v!

1expS ikzT

2 D rs2
2 ~K ,v!G ~2!

for 2T/2,z,T/2, and

f3~k,v!5
4p

k2«3~k,v! Fr f~k,v!1expS ikzT

2 D rs3~k,v!G
~3!

for z,2T/2, wherek5(kx ,ky ,kz)5(K ,kz) is the momen-
tum transfer,v is the energy transfer, and the Fourier tran
form of the charge density distribution of the moving partic
is given by

r f~k,v!52pqd~v2kyv !exp~2 ikzD !. ~4!

The induced chargesrs1(K ,v), rs2
1 (K ,v), rs2

2 (K ,v), and
rs3(K ,v) are required to satisfy the boundary conditions.
matching potentials and displacement vectors at the in
faces, we have

lm
to ] IP:
rs1~K ,v!52pqd~v2kyv !H h12~T/2,D,K ,v!@e2KT2j32~2T/2,K ,v!#2h32~2T/2,D,K ,v!@12e2KTj12~T/2,K ,v!#

j12~T/2,K ,v!j32~2T/2,K ,v!21 J ,

~5!

rs2
1 ~K ,v!52pqd~v2kyv !Fh12~T/2,D,K ,v!j32~2T/2,K ,v!2h32~2T/2,D,K ,v!

j12~T/2,K ,v!j32~2T/2,K ,v!21 G , ~6!

rs2
2 ~K ,v!52pqd~v2kyv !H h12~T/2,D,K ,v!2h32~2T/2,D,K ,v!j12~T/2,K ,v!

j12~T/2,K ,v!j32~2T/2,K ,v!21 J , ~7!

and

rs3~K ,v!52pqd~v2kyv !H h32~2T/2,D,K ,v!@e2KT2j12~T/2,K ,v!#2h12~T/2,D,K ,v!@12e2KTj32~2T/2,K ,v!#

j12~T/2,K ,v!j32~2T/2,K ,v!21 J ,

~8!
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where

hab~6T/2,D,K ,v!

5

1

«̄a~6T/2,2D,K ,v!
2

1

«̄b~6T/2,2D,K ,v!

e2QT
1

«̄a~K ,v!
2

1

«̄b~6T,K ,v!

, ~9!

jab~6T/2,K ,v!5

1

«̄a~K ,v!
1

1

«̄b~K ,v!

e2QT
1

«̄a~K ,v!
2

1

«̄b~6T,K ,v!

,

~10!

1

«̄L~K ,v!
5E

2`

` dkz

k2 S 1

«L~k,v! D , ~11!

and

1

«̄L~ l ,K ,v!
5E

2`

` dkz

k2 S 1

«L~k,v! Dexp~ ikzl ! ~12!

for a51 and 3,b52, andL51, 2, and 3. Substituting Eqs
~5!–~12! into Eqs.~1!–~3!, we obtain the scalar potentials i
the Fourier space, i.e.,f1(k,v), f2(k,v), and f3(k,v).
The induced scalar potentials in the spatial space are
obtained by the inverse Fourier transforms after remov
the vacuum potential of the particle from the scalar pot

tials. The induced potentialf ind
(1)(r ,t) for z.T/2 is of special

interest since the particle is moving in vacuum. Taking«1

51, we obtain
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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f ind
(1)~r ,t !5E

2`

` dv

2p E
2`

` d3k

~2p!3

4p

k2

3FexpS 2
ikzT

2 D rs1~K ,v!Gexp@ i ~k•r2vt !#.

~13!

Because of the weak dependence of« on kz as compared
to the rest ofk components in the integral, one may assu
«(k,v)5«(K ,v). The same assumption was adopted
Yuberoet al.22,23 in the analysis of reflection-electron energ
loss spectra and Kweiet al.20 in the calculation of electron
elastic backscattering spectra. Using this assumption, the
duced potential in vacuum is obtained by performing t
integration over momentum transfer in Eq.~13! with spheri-
cal coordinates as

f ind
(1)~r ,t !5

q

2p2 E
2`

`

dvE
0

`

dkE
0

p

duE
0

2p

df• sinu

•d~v2kv sinu sinf!z~T,d,K,v!

3exp$ i @xk sinu cosf1~y2vt !k

3sinu sinf1~z2T/2!k cosu#%, ~14!

wherer5(x,y,z), d5D2T/2, and
z~T,d,K,v!5e2dKH «2~K,v!21

«2~K,v!11F12
«3~K,v!2«2~K,v!

«3~K,v!1«2~K,v!
e22TKG

11
«3~K,v!2«2~K,v!

«3~K,v!1«2~K,v!

«2~K,v!21

«2~K,v!11
e22TK

1

«3~K,v!2«2~K,v!

«3~K,v!1«2~K,v!Fe2TK1
«2~K,v!21

«2~K,v!11
e23TKG

11
«3~K,v!2«2~K,v!

«3~K,v!1«2~K,v!

«2~K,v!21

«2~K,v!11
e22TK

J .

~15!
en-
In the above derivations, we have adopted«(K ,v)
5«(K,v).

We now expand thed function in Eq.~17! as follows:

d~v2kv sinu sinf!5
1

A~kv sinu!22v2

3H dS f2sin21
v

kv sinu D
1dFf2S p2sin21

v

kv sinu D G J
~16!

for sin21 (v/kv),u,@p2sin21 (v/kv)#. After integrating over
f in Eq. ~17! and applying«(K,2v)5«* (K,v), this equa-
tion becomes
f ind
(1)~r ,t !5

4q

p2 E
0

`

dvE
0

`

dk

3E
sin21 ~v/kv !

p/2

du
sinu cos@k~z2T/2!cosu#

A~k sinu!22v2

3cosS x
A~kv sinu!22v2

v D
3H Re@z~T,d,K,v!#cosF ~y2vt !

v

v G
2Im@z~T,d,K,v!#sinF ~y2vt !

v

v G J . ~17!

Applying the conservation relations of energy and mom
tum, the upper and lower limits ofk are given by
ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to ] IP:
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kmax5A2ME1A2ME22Mv

and

kmin5A2ME2A2ME22Mv,

whereM is the mass of the moving particle. Substituting t
upper limit of integration inv by E5Mv2/2, we obtain

f ind
(1)~r ,t !

5
4q

p2 E
0

E

dvE
kmin

kmax
dkE

v/v

k

dK
K cos@~z2T/2!Ak22K2#

kAk22K2A~vK !22v2

3cosS x
A~vK !22v2

v D H Re@z~T,d,K,v!#

3cosS ~y2vt !
v

v D2Im@z~T,d,K,v!#sinS ~y2vt !
v

v D J
~18!

after changing the variable fromu to K according toK
5k sinu. Let «2 be the dielectric function of the substra
and T50, we obtain the induced potential in vacuum for
semi-infinite solid. As Ritchieet al. have pointed out,24 the
present classical picture is applicable in the context of
first Born approximation quantum theory with the applic
tion of the energy-momentum conservation relations. T
was explicitly explored in the derivation of the interactio
between a moving charge and an electron gas.25

To compare with the corresponding expression by ot
authors without considering the energy-momentum con
vation, no integration limits in momentum transfer are p
formed. Thus it is more convenient to carry out the integ
tion in momentum of Eq.~13! using cylindrical coordinates
instead of spherical coordinates. For a semi-infinite so
i.e., T50 and«25«35«, we find

TABLE I. Values of parameters in Eq.~21! for Cu and Si.

Cu
eb51.05

Si
eb51.06

Aj (eV2) g j (eV) v j (eV) Aj (eV2) g j (eV) v j (eV)

64 0.01 0 8 0.12 3.42
20 0.1 0.3 15 0.35 3.52
6.5 0.65 2.5 45 0.66 3.80
5.5 0.7 3.1 82.8 0.5 4.25
4 0.7 3.7 5 2.42 4.55
55 2.6 5.05 32 1.1 5.34
42 4.76 8.93 52 3.4 6.4
172 10.18 14.74 15 5 9.4
80 8 25.6 15 6.5 14
240 32 40 6 5 18.4
100 30 55
80 30 65
412 37 85
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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f ind
(1)~r ,t !52

q

vp2 E
2`

`

dvE
uvu/v

`

dK
1

AK22~v/v !2

3exp@2~ uzu1d!K#F«~K,v!21

«~K,v!11G
3cosSA~Kv !22v2

v
xD expF i

v

v
~y2vt !G .

~19!

Takingx50 and neglecting the spatial dispersion, we obt
the same results as those of Arista.3

Now, the stopping force is related to the derivative
f ind

(1)(r ,t) at the position of the particler05(0,vt,D). For the
case of an overlayer system, we obtain

2
dW

ds
52

4q2

vp2 E
0

E

dvE
kmin

kmax
dkE

w/v

k

dK

3v
K cos@dAk22K2#

kAk22K2A~vK !22v2
Im@z~T,d,K,v!#.

~20!

The model response function used in this work is t
extended Drude dielectric function.15 This function may be
expressed as

«~k,v!5«b1(
j

Aj

v22~v j1k2/2!21 ivg j
, ~21!

where Aj , g j , and v j are, respectively, the oscillato
strength, damping constant, and critical-point energy, all
sociated with thej th subband. The inclusion of a backgroun
dielectric constant,«b , is to account for the influence o
polarized ion cores.26 All these parameters are determined
a fit of the imaginary part of the dielectric function
Im@«(0,v)#, to experimental optical data. To assure the
curacy of the fitting parameters, we require that the fit
dielectric function satisfy the sum rules.

FIG. 2. A plot of the real and imaginary parts of the surface respo
function, in optical limit, vs energy transferv for a vacuum–Cu system. The
solid curve is results calculated using the extended Drude dielectric fu
tions with parameters listed in Table I. The dotted curve is deduced f
measured optical data~Ref. 27!.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We consider an overlayer system composed of a thin
film on a Si substrate. Parameters used in our calculation
the dielectric functions of Cu and Si are listed in Table
Figure 2 shows the real and imaginary parts of the surf
response function for a vacuum–Cu surface, i.e.,@«2(0,v)
21#/@«2(0,v)11# , versus energy transferv. Figure 3
shows a similar plot of the interface response function fo
Cu–Si interface, i.e., @«3(0,v)2«2(0,v)#/@«3(0,v)
1«2(0,v)# . Here«2(0,v) and«3(0,v) are dielectric func-
tions of Cu and Si in the long-wavelength limit, i.e.,k→0. In
both figures, the solid curves are results calculated using
extended Drude dielectric functions. The dotted curves
corresponding results deduced from measured optical da27

It is seen that the present results and optical data are in g
agreement, despite some deviation in magnitude at the p
in Fig. 3. Our fitting strategy is that we require both the re
and imaginary parts of the dielectric function to satisfy su
rules and to exhibit and match energy loss peaks for plas
excitations and interband transitions. We also require
fitting results agree with optical data at a broad range

FIG. 3. A plot of the real and imaginary parts of the interface respo
function, in optical limit, vs energy transferv for a Cu–Si system. The solid
curve is results calculated using the extended Drude dielectric funct
with parameters listed in Table I. The dotted curve is deduced from m
sured optical data~Ref. 27!.

FIG. 4. Velocity dependence of the induced potential at the position of
proton moving parallel to a vacuum–Cu–Si overlayer system. The proto
at distanced50.5, 1 and 2 a.u. from the surface of the Cu film~thickness
T52 a.u.).
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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energy transfers. With this strategy, we are confident with
validity of fitting results regarding the energy losses in pla
mon excitations and interband transitions. However, due
the limited optical data it is difficult to adjust fitting param
eters to match fitting results to measured data at all ene
transfers. The difference induced by this difficulty is mag
fied at peaks in the interface response function. Howe
such a difference makes little influence on the calculation
the induced potential and the stopping force studied in
work.

Based on Eqs.~15! and ~18! we have calculated the in
duced potential for a proton moving parallel to the surface
a vacuum–Cu–Si overlayer system. This potential at the
sition of the proton is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of proto
velocity for several proton distances,d50.5, 1, and 2 a.u.,
from the Cu film of thicknessT52 a.u. Note that the mag
nitude of this potential decreases with increasing veloc
and saturates at very large velocities. In all cases, there
dips aroundv<1 a.u. As the distance of the proton from th
Cu film becomes smaller the dip is deeper, a similar beha
observed for a slow proton moving parallel to the surface
a semi-infinite solid with plasmon-pole dielectric functions2

These dips occur at the threshold velocity for the creation
surface plasmons. For velocities smaller than the thresh
velocity, only single electron–hole excitations occur. O
calculations of the induced potential at the position of a p
ton for a fixed distance from the Cu film of different thick
nesses indicate that the dependence of this potential on
thickness is quite small.

Figure 5 illustrates the induced potential at points alo
the projection of the trajectory of a proton on the surfa
(z5T/2) and at a distancey2vt from the proton. Here we
plot results for Cu films of thicknessT50, 2, and` a.u.
Note thaty is the coordinate of the point along the projectio
of the proton on the surface. The proton is moving w
velocity v55 a.u. at a fixed distance,d51 a.u., from the Cu
surface. The instantaneous proton position isy5vt and z
511T/2. The induced potential reveals an oscillational b
havior at points behind (y,vt) the position of the proton.

e

ns
a-

e
is

FIG. 5. The induced potential at points along the projection of the trajec
of the proton on the surface and at a distancey2vt from the proton. Here
we plot results for a vacuum–Cu–Si overlayer system with different Cu fi
thicknessT. The proton is moving with velocityv55 a.u. parallel to and at
distanced51 a.u. from the Cu surface. This potential indicates oscillatio
behind the position of the proton.
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The influence of damping in the plasma modes on the
duced potential is weak in the vacuum side. The grad
change in amplitude of this oscillation for different Cu film
indicates a contribution from interface effects. Such a pot
tial approaches that of a semi-infinite Si system (T50) as
Cu film thickness decreases. On the other hand, it approa
to that of a semi-infinite Cu system (T5`) as Cu film thick-
ness increases. Figure 6 shows the induced potential,f ind

(1) ,
and the electric field components,Ey andEz , at points along
the particle trajectory (z5d1T/2) in front of (y.vt) and
behind (y,vt) the proton. Here the proton is moving wit
velocity v55 a.u. and at a distanced51 a.u. from the Cu
film of thicknessT52 a.u. It is seen that the induced pote
tial has a shape of the wake potential.Ez and Ey oscillate,
respectively, in phase and out of phase with the induced
tential.

The dependence of the stopping force on proton velo
is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here we show the stopping for
~solid curves! for a proton moving at a distanced52 a.u.

FIG. 6. The induced potential and electric field components at points a
the trajectory of proton and at a distancey2vt from the proton for a
vacuum–Cu–Si overlayer system. The proton is moving with velocityv
55 a.u. parallel to and at distanced51 a.u. from the surface of the Cu film
of thicknessT52 a.u.

FIG. 7. Velocity dependence of the stopping force for a proton mov
parallel to and at a distanced52 a.u. from the surface of Cu films of dif
ferent thicknesses in the vacuum–Cu–Si overlayer system. The solid cu
are the results of present calculations. The dotted curve is the data of A
~Ref. 3! for a semi-infinite Cu system.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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from the Cu films of thicknessT50, 1.5, and 4 a.u. The
results of Arista~dotted curve! for a semi-infinite Cu system
are included for comparison. Our results show a grad
change in the stopping force for varying thickness of
films. For T54 a.u., the stopping force tends to approa
that of a semi-infinite Cu system. In such a case, the lo
values in the stopping force at small velocities found in t
work are due to the constraints of energy-momentum con
vation law. Notice that the maxima in Fig. 7 appear at
velocity around 1.5 a.u. and the stopping force drops to z
in the static limit. The existence of a maximum in the sto
ping force was also found by other theoretical models fo
semi-infinite system.3 The present work also reveals that th
stopping force increases as proton distance decreases, a
sequence due to the increased magnitude in the induced
tential.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A dielectric response theory was used to describe
inelastic interactions between a charged particle and an o
layer system in the case of a parallel trajectory. In this theo
the response of the overlayer system was composed of
face and interface excitations and characterized in term
dielectric functions of the film and the substrate. An e
tended Drude dielectric function was employed by the inc
sion of the spatial dispersion effect. This function w
built-up from measured optical data. The quantum effect
the moving particle was incorporated into the dielect
theory by considering the recoil effect. This effect was
cluded by applying the conservation laws of energy and m
mentum. In this work, we have applied the continuum diel
tric model to the overlayer system composed of a thin fi
and a substrate. The application of the model in the case
thin film alone might be questionable. The validity of th
model for an overlayer system was based on the continu
properties of the system and the inclusion of surface
interface charges and modifications.

Applying the method of image charges, analytical fo
mulas have been derived for the calculation of the stopp
force and the induced potential for charged particles mov
parallel to the surface of an overlayer system. These form
las could be applied to any particles and overlayer syste
The approach could also be applied, in general, to any
allel trajectories inside and outside the solids. However,
the case of velocities smaller than the threshold of genera
surface plasmons, only single particle–hole excitations c
tribute to the energy loss.2,28 In such a case, it may be nec
essary to use the local-field-correction random-pha
approximation29 instead of the Drude model to calculate d
electric functions.

An energetic charged particle moving parallel to the s
face of an overlayer system was studied. Calculated res
of the induced potential and the stopping force were p
sented for protons moving parallel to a vacuum–coppe
silicon system. Corresponding experiments are, however,
ficult due to the actual size and the bending of a beam
such experiments, the beam size must be confined to a
angstroms. Otherwise, the surface and interface effects
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be averaging out and diminish. Because the induced pote
or the stopping force decreases as particle velocity increa
as can be seen in Figs. 4 and 7, a fast particle is better th
slow particle for experimental measurements.
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